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A REFLECTION ON OUR READINGS FOR THIS WEEKEND 

On this 17th weekend after Pentecost, our 

readings are taken from Paul’s letter to the 

Galatians and Mark’s Gospel. It is also the 

weekend after the Feast of the Exaltation 

of the Holy Cross.  

 In the passage from Galatians that we 

hear, Paul shares his “basic teaching”. It 

can be summarized with these words: the 

life I live now is not my own; Christ is living 

in me. Again Paul’s vision is that humans 

are called to take Christ’s place in the 

world and time in which they live. Humans 

are called to make God’s Kingdom real in  

the here and now.  

 We hear in the passage from Mark’s 

Gospel these words: If a man wishes to 

come after me, he must deny his very self, 

take up his cross, and follow in my steps. 

This, of course, means that a person must 

embrace a life of personal transformation 

and strive to learn how to unconditionally 

love all others, regardless of how those    

others might treat him.  

 I think that one of the attitudes that    

we modern people face is that we are         

frightened by the thought of suffering and 

pain. Our whole society is geared to help us 

“escape” pain. The Cross is a real symbol    

of pain and suffering and therefore it         

frightens us and we want to escape it.  

 Would that there be another way to   

personally grow and change. It is only 

through struggle that we can grow. When 

things are easy, we don’t change. When all 

is going our way, we forget about personal 

change. It is only when we are confronted 

with challenges that we make a decision to    

change, hoping that the change 

might reduce the pain.  

 I do think this is one reason 

why people sometimes reject 

Christianity and why they want to 

make their worship services more               

“entertaining”. It helps to distract 

them from the true message of 

the CROSS, which is a message of 

personal change through carrying 

one’s own cross without trying to      

escape that cross.  

 I truly wonder what you, my 

readers, think about this. Religion 

is not like Tylenol.  
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A CHRISTIAN TODAY?  

 

through not literally         

factual.  

 Indeed this claim - that         

metaphorical language can 

be true - needs to be       

emphasized in our time. 

We in modern Western    

culture tend to identify 

truth with factuality and 

historical data and hence 

devalue metaphorical         

language. To a large        

extent, we have become 

tone-deaf, often viewing it 

as “pretty” language for 

something that could be 

said more directly.  

 For example, when     

people ask, “Is that story 

true?” they often mean, 

“Did it happen?”  
More to follow! 

In the last issue of this article I shared with my 

readers that the language of the Bible is            

metaphorical. What does this mean. The word 

“metaphor” is a large umbrella category. It has 

both a negative and positive meaning. Negatively, 

it means nonliteral. Positively, it means the        

more-than-literal meaning of language. Thus      

metaphorical meaning is not inferior to literal 

meaning, but is more than literal meaning.  

 There is more than one justification for using 

a metaphorical approach to the Bible. One reason 

is that much of its language is obviously            

metaphorical. The bible regularly speaks of God as 

having hands and feet and ears and eyes, but of 

course God doesn’t. 

 Another reason is that the Bible contains both 

history and metaphor. It combines historical 

memory and metaphorical narrative. Some of the 

events it speaks about really happened, and the 

community preserved the memory. But even when 

a text contains historical memory, its more-than-

literal meaning matters most. For example, the 

exile in Babylon in the sixth century BCE really     

happened, but the way the story is told gives it       

a more-than-historical meaning. It became a         

metaphorical narrative of exile and return, abiding 

images of the human condition and its remedy.  

 In other cases, there may be little or no          

historical factuality behind the stories. For           

example, the Genesis stories of creation, the     

Garden of Eden, the expulsion of Adam and Eve, 

Cain’s murder of Abel, Noah and the flood, and the 

Tower of Babel are what might be called “purely 

metaphorical narratives”. They are not reporting 

the early history of the earth and humankind; they 

are not history remembered. Yet as metaphorical 

narratives,  they   can  be   profoundly   true,    even     
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 SEEING GOD IN OURSELVES 

 Probably no religion has taken more  

criticism from environmental groups 

than has Christianity. Many see the 

Christian faith as one that promotes 

the “subduing  of the earth” based on a 

misinterpretation of Genesis 1:28-30. 

Indeed throughout history 

Christians themselves 

h av e  i nv i te d  s u c h           

criticism by ignoring their 

responsibility to creation, 

using it, abusing it, and 

manipulating it to create 

greater financial profit.  

 Let us look closely at 

the words from the        

misinterpretation of the 

text found in Genesis:  

 And God blessed them, and God said to 

them, “be fruitful and multiply, and fill 

the earth and subdue it; and have        

dominion over the fish of the sea and 

over the birds of the air and over every 

living thing that moves on the earth.” 

And God said, “Behold, I have given you 

every plant yielding seed which is upon 

the face of all the earth, and every tree 

with seed in its fruit; you shall have them 

for food, And to every beast of the earth, 

and to every bird of the air, and to       

everything that creeps on the earth,    

everything that has the breath of life. I 

have given every green plant for food.” 

And it was so.  

From this passage we see that it 

makes more sense to interpret this 

charge as a call for stewardship - God 

giving man the  ultimate responsibility 

for tending the earth. The passage 

should not be seen as a license for us 

to exploit the earth for our own gain.  

 This is the problem of our modern 

society. We are exploiting the earth for 

“money”. We can rape the 

earth to make profit. This 

is wrong.  

     Creation is a gift. It 

makes no sense that God 

would give us a gift, a gift 

which He describes as    

being “very good,” just so 

that we could destroy it. 

Hence, we are to be      

stewards of the land, not 

manipulators and also    

exploiters.  

     Now I know that we, as individuals, 

are not         exploiters of the earth, but 

we are aware of this exploitation. What 

must be our response? How should we 

respond to the fact that our country 

and others countries are truly “raping” 

the earth? We must make a stand! We 

must exercise our rights as members 

of Earth to stand up and demand that 

our own government and also other 

governments respect the earth.  

 Our Catholic Church, together with 

the Orthodox Church and other       

churches have finally come out with a 

statement about “global warming.” I 

truly believe that it is important that 

we support this statement and that we 

do everything in our power to come to 
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A Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church in Dearborn Michigan 

CHOOSING TO LIVE A NEW LIFE 

I do believe that if a       

person is living a stressful 

life and is filled with all 

types of anxieties and   

worries, that choosing to 

live in a different way 

makes a whole lot of 

sense. In fact that is what 

dynamic psychotherapy is 

all about - attempting to help a person live a 

more peaceful and less-anxious life. I think 

that religion has the same goal since it      

attempting to provide answers to basic    

questions about life, especially the meaning 

and purpose of life. It attempts to help us 

develop “attitudes” and “ideas” about life  

which are more fulfilling.  

 For example, if  I have the attitude that I 

can’t accept something unless I can prove 

that it is true, I will always probably be filled 

with anxiety and psyche pain. Why? Because 

there are so very many things that we can’t 

prove about life. For example, why does 

there have to be sicknesses and diseases (I 

think about this as we are experiencing 

COVID 19). I’m sure that we can find a       

scientific explanation for the virus, but can 

we ever answer the question: Why should 

there be viruses anyway! Why would a good 

and loving God allow the world to be filled 

with viruses.                   (Continued on page 8)  

    

LOOKING AHEAD 

ADULT DISCUSSIONS 
Thursday, October 7th - 7 PM 

Currently we’re planning on        

holding our first Adult Discussion 

session the first Thursday in      

October. Those who participated 

last year should be getting an 

email message soon. If you 

would like to participate, email 

me your email address.  

*************** 

PARISH FEAST DAY 
Sunday, November 14th 

Our Parochial Feast day is       

coming up in November. I’m    

looking for ideas how we might 

celebrate it given the fact that 

COVID 19 is still very active. Think 

about it. Send me your ideas 

*************** 

ST. PHILLIP’S FAST  
Monday, November 15th 

We begin our preparation for the 

Winter Theophanic Feasts of 

Christmas and Theophany on this 

day. It is a 40 day preparation 

period. Church Tradition would 

have us include, if possible,    

FASTING, PRAYER and GOOD 

WORKS in our preparation.  
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It is my sincerest hope that those who 

read my articles about the Divine       

Liturgy will begin to see that their      

participation in this service, whether in 

person or on the Internet, will sense 

the necessity of “offering” their lives 

back to God in “thanksgiving” for life. 

This is the true act of worship.  

 Worship of God is not just going 

through some “ritual actions”. It is all 

about each of us intending to say in a 

real way: “Thank You Almighty God for 

your gift of life.” This is an action that 

we take as a community! We say to 

God, through the Liturgy, that we        

recognize that we exist because of His 

love for us and that the “ life” we feel 

within us is none other than His own  

LIFE. He calls us into existence for     

His own reasons. We are to be His              

presence in the present world, just as 

Jesus and His disciples were. We are 

called to be the persons, because of 

our Baptism into the Church, to be His 

witnesses to the realness of His        

Kingdom, of the realness of our God. 

 Are you ready for this? Do you       

understand what your role is in God’s 

creation? You and I are to be the         

witnesses of God’s everlasting love   

just as the disciples were before us.        

Hopefully we will not have to suffer 

martyrdom as they did.  

 As I continue with thoughts on the 

Liturgy, our true worship of God, I      

realize we have reached the point 

wherein we offer a very special prayer 

to Mary, the Mother of God. This prayer 

was introduced into the Liturgy after 

one of the Councils of the Church        

decided  that, after they presented 

their belief that Jesus was truly God 

and truly Man, that they had to address 

the issue of Mary, His mother. Since 

Jesus could not be split into two        

distinct Persons, Mary must be the 

Mother of God since she was the       

mother of the Person Jesus. Jesus 

could not be split into two different 

Persons. He was Jesus Christ! Since 

Mary gave Him a physical body, she 

was truly His biological mother.            

Therefore she was the mother of the 

Person Jesus, Who was both God and 

Man. Given that He could not be split 

apart, Mary was declared that she is 

the Mother of the God-Man Jesus.  

 It is important to note that many 

Christian bodies or organizations,       

cannot accept this title as we Eastern 

Christians do. She brought the human 

Person Jesus Who is also God, into the 

world. Therefore she is the Mother of 

THE EUCHARIST, DIVINE LITURGY AND HOLY COMMUNION 
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In the last issue of the article I shared 

that sin is as inevitable as death and 

taxes. Making mistakes is a part of the 

process of learning and growing. The 

clue is to “learn” from our mistakes, 

from the sins that we commit.  

 Further, God is willing to forgive all 

of our sins if we ask   

for forgiveness. There 

is something about      

asking for forgiveness 

which is challenging 

and yet relieving. It is 

challenging because 

we don’t like to admit 

that we are not perfect 

and make mistakes 

and relieving because 

we know that they will 

be forgiven. We know 

this,  that is we cannot 

learn without making 

mistakes. It is in the 

recognition of the      

mistakes we make and learning from 

them that brings about growth.  

 God could have created us with the 

ability to not make mistakes - to not sin 

and yet He knew that the only way that 

growth and personal transformation 

can come about if we have to wrestle 

with our mistakes and learn from 

them.  

 We do not face sin alone, and we do 

not have to overcome it alone; we       

have God’s grace and help in our      

fight against temptation. Something          

happens to us when we become      

humble enough to ask God for            

forgiveness. We recognize our own      

limitations.  

 To me recognizing that I make    

mistakes - commit sins, whether     

knowingly or unknowingly - reminds me 

that I am here on earth 

to spiritually grow - to 

actualize the potential I 

have to become more 

like Jesus.  

     This will not happen, 

if I continuously think 

about the possibility of 

punishment for my sins 

and attempt to escape 

punishment. What I 

must realize when I  

recognize that I have 

sinned is that I am here 

to learn and to grow. 

The only way that this 

can be accomplished is 

to recognize my limitations - my sins -  

and attempt to change. This requires, 

however, that I take time each day to 

think about my behavior during the day 

and recognize where I have “missed 

the mark” in becoming more like Jesus. 

Ending the day with a personal          

examination of how I lived the day, is a 

helpful exercise and then, recognizing 

where I have failed, to ask God for     

forgiveness. Asking God for forgiveness 

can help me to learn humility, which is 

an essential virtue in this life.      

 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SPIRITUALITY 
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St. Michael the Archangel 

Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church  

6340 Chase Road 

Dearborn, MI 48126 
 

Rev. Wayne J. Ruchgy, Ph.D. 

Pastor 
 

Rectory: (313) 582-1424 

Cell: (313) 580-4412 

WRuchgy@gmail.com 

 

LITURGY SCHEDULE 
 

 

Sundays @ 10:00 AM  

Ukrainian & English 
 

 

Weekdays @ 8:00 AM 

English 
 

SACRAMENTS 
 

Penance 

By Appointment 
 

Baptism & Matrimony 

In most instances membership 

required for six months  
 

Funerals  

Membership of an immediate 

family member required 
 

 

 

Parish Life Council 
 

Bob & Corinne Boyko  

734.451.1893 
 

John & Janet Dicky 

586.755.3129 
 

Daria Drobny 

313.791-0292 
 

Robert Krokosky 

248.734.7078 
 

Leo & Mary LaDouceur 

313.278.7378 
 

Gordon Malaniak 

734.564.9817 
 

Rev Deacon Leonard Mier 

313.584-6795 
 

Greg & Esther Petrovich 

734.453-4354 
 

 

Rafic Vawter 

313.624.9867 

http://www.stmichaelarchangel.org   - and -   Facebook.com/stmichaelugccdbn 

(Continued from page 5 - Choosing to Live a New Life)  

Now one of the possible answer to 

this question is that man brings 

about these viruses. This begs the 

question: Why are there viruses in 

the first place? Some immediately 

say that such things are God’s way 

of punishing our infidelity. Really? 

This truly makes God some kind of 

ogre. How do we balance this thought with the fact 

that God became incarnate, suffered and died to   

reveal to us that life, because it is a sharing in His 

own life, is eternal (i.e., immortal). I don’t think we 

can deny that Jesus was truly a loving action by the 

Father. He wanted to provide all the possible help He 

could to help us live this life.  

 I often think that we must examine our ideas 

about God. Is He a loving being? Is He an tyrant? Is 

He a judge just trying to catch us sinning so that He 

can punish us? I would sincerely ask: Who is God to 

you? What kind of being is He?       

Sunday, September 19 - 17 Weekend after Pentecost - Tone 8     

      10:00 AM - Divine Liturgy (Live Streamed)  

18th WEEKEND AFTER PENTECOST - Tone 1 
Monday, September 20 - Eustace & Others, Martyrs    

     No Service Scheduled  

Tuesday, September 21 - Codratus, Apostle 

     No Service Scheduled 

Wednesday, September 22 - Phocas, Bishop-Martyr 

    No Service Scheduled 

Thursday, September 23 - Conception of John the Baptizer   

     No Service Scheduled 

Friday, September 24 - Thecla, Proto-Martyr  

     No Service Scheduled 

Saturday, September 25 - Euphrosyna, Venerable     

       No Service Scheduled 

Sunday, September 26 - 18 Weekend after Pentecost - Tone 1     

      10:00 AM + Sadie Boyko; Susan Kotlinski  
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THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES: DOOR TO LIBERATION 

I ended the last issue of this article by 

asserting that willpower will never      

succeed in dealing with the deeply    

ingrained habits of sin. One author 

writes, “As soon as you resist           

mentally any undesirable or unwanted              

circumstance, you thereby endow it 

with more power - power 

which it will use against 

you, and you will have 

depleted your own        

resources to that exact 

extent. Another author 

concludes, “As long as 

we think we can save 

ourselves by our own will 

power, we will only make 

the evil in us stronger 

t h a n  e v e r . ”  T h i s           

same truth has been               

experienced by all the 

great writers of the devotional life from 

St. Augustine to St. Francis, from John 

Calvin to John Wesley, from Teresa of 

Avila to Juliana of Norwich.  

 “Will worship” may produce an      

outward show of success for a time, 

but in the cracks and crevices of our 

lives our deep inner condition will     

eventually be revealed. Jesus describes 

this condition when he speaks of         

the external righteousness of the           

Pharisees. “Out of the abundance of 

the heart the mouth speaks....I tell you, 

on the day of judgment men will render 

account for every careless word they 

utter.” You see, by dint of will people 

can make a good showing for a time, 

but sooner or later there will come that 

unguarded moment when the “careless 

word” will slip out to reveal the true 

condition of the heart. If we are full of 

passion, it will be revealed; if we are 

full of bitterness, that also will be         

revealed.  

     It is not that we plan 

to be this way. We have 

no intention of exploding 

with anger or of parading 

a sticky arrogance, but 

when we are with people, 

what we are comes out. 

Though we may try with 

all out might to hide 

these things, we are      

betrayed by our eyes, our 

tongue, our chin, our 

hands, our whole body 

language. Willpower has no defense 

against the careless word, the            

unguarded moment, The will has the 

same deficiency as the law - it can deal 

only with externals. It is incapable         

of bringing about the necessary           

transformation of the inner spirit.  And 

we know that “transformation of the 

inner spirit” is what spiritual growth is 

all about - what the purpose of life is all 

about.  

 When we despair of gaining inner 

transformation through human powers 

of will and determination, we are open 

to a wonderful new realization: it is a 

gift from God to be graciously received. 
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JESUS 

I ended the last issue of this article by 

sharing that there is such a thing as 

nostalgia for the future. It is a kind of 

benign insanity. And if we take it       

seriously enough, if we live it 24 hours 

a day, we will spend all of our time 

working in anticipation, and will never 

enter the Sabbath of the 

heart. How moving and 

at the same time how 

ridiculous is the story of 

the Hasidic rabbi who, 

every morning, as soon 

as he woke up would 

rush out his front door to 

see if the Messiah had 

arrived. 

 Who among the now 

middle-aged doesn’t     

remember the fervor of 

the Sixties, when young 

people believed that love 

could transform the world? “You may 

say I’m a dreamer,” John Lennon sang, 

“but I’m not the   only one.” The          

messianic dream of the future may be 

humanity’s sweetest dream. But it is a 

dream nevertheless, as long as there is 

a separation between inside and      

outside, as long as we don’t transform 

ourselves. And Jesus like the Buddha, 

was a man who had awakened from 

all dreams.  

 When Jesus talked about the      

kingdom of God, he was not           

prophesying about some easy, danger-

free perfection that will someday      

appear. He was talking about a state 

of being, a way of living at ease among 

the joys and sorrows of our world. It  is 

possible, he said, to be as simple and 

beautiful as the birds of the sky or the 

lilies of the field, who are always within 

the eternal Now. This state of being is 

not something alien or 

mystical. We don’t need 

to earn it. It is already 

ours. Most of us lose it 

as we grow up and      

become self-conscious, 

but it doesn’t disappear 

forever; it is always 

there to be reclaimed, 

though we have to 

search hard in order to 

find it. Truly the rich,   

especially, have a hard 

time reentering this 

state of being; they are 

so possessed by their possessions, so 

entrenched in their social power, that it 

is almost impossible for them to let go. 

Not that it is easy for any of us. But if 

we need reminding, we can always sit 

at the feet of our young children. They, 

because they haven’t yet developed a 

firm sense of past and future, accept 

the infinite abundance of the present 

with all their hearts, in complete trust. 

Entering the kingdom of God means 

feeling, as if we were floating in the 

womb of the universe, that we are     

being taken care of, always, at every 

moment.         
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VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH 

Another aspect of spiritual growth is 

to “integrate and balance opposites in 

our personalities. There are many     

different ways to conceptualize           

personality. One of them is that the 

personality is a compositive of          

opposites, opposing energies that         

balance each other in 

what psychologists call 

“homeostasis.”     

  Therefore, according 

to this view, personality          

problems and disorders 

can originate or produce 

an imbalance within this 

delicate structure, and so 

the restoration of this       

balance is the goal of 

healing  -  is the true goal 

of spiritual growth. In my 

work with people I have 

found this conceptualization to be a 

valuable one, and I have learned to 

pray to integrate and balance           

opposites within the personality.           

Especially when I view this prayer as a 

part of a larger picture of religious 

therapy, combining it with other         

avenues toward spiritual growth      

and  inner healing.  I  have  found  it  

to   be a  liberating  element in        

people’s lives.  

 For many of us, it is not difficult to 

see large areas in our lives that are out 

of balance: work and  family, time for 

self and time for others, inner life and 

responsibilities to others, play and 

work. God does not call us to lead     

fragmented lives but    

integrated ones in which 

our values correspond to 

the needs of our true 

selves. And so He calls 

us to pray for balance 

within our personalities 

sand to learn how to use 

the grace the comes 

from that prayer.  

     Hopefully all this 

makes sense to my 

readers. God calls us      

to truly have integrated 

lives. To grow spiritually, we must strive 

to maintain balance in our lives.        

Anytime we allow one aspect of life to 

dominate our lives, we quickly loose 

balance. A spiritual person is a healthy, 

integrated person. Anxiety, depression 

and other personality disorders always 

result when our lives loose balance. A 

healthy person can become a holy    

person. The opposite is not true.    
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